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ABSRAST OF THE DISCLOS JRE 
A generally crescent-shaped drag line bucket with for 

wardly extending side walls and without any reinforcing 
yoke across the front end portion of the sidewalls has a 
prestress band and/or cable about its periphery and pre 
stressing the sidewalls apart from a neutral position to a 
normal position such that the stresses placed on the 
bucket by the drag lines and loading materials are sub 
stantially neutralized. 

-ereassitatsraeran 

This invention relates to improvements in dragscraper 
buckets and more particularly relates to the prestressing 
of dragscraper buckets. 

DragScraper buckets are generally of U-shape in plan 
defining an open scoop mouth. They are used in various 
types of excavation work where it is desired to excavate 
the material and pile the material onto a stable slope. 
These buckets are dragged along by a backhaul cable or 
drag line suitably connected to the open mouth ends of 
the bucket wall. The force exerted on the bucket by the 
backhaul cable, the weight of material, and the frictional 
resistance encountered by the bucket tend to warp and 
close the open ends of the bucket. In order to prevent this, 
prior dragscraper buckets are reinforced adjacent their 
open ends by yokes, crossbars or the like. Such reinforcing 
structures are undesirable because they limit the amount 
of material the buckets can handle and increase the weight 
of the buckets. Thus, known dragscraper buckets pro 
vide a relatively low payload to deadload ratio which is 
the ratio of the weight of material the dragscraping bucket 
may handle to the weight of the empty dragscraper. 

Therefore, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide a new and improved dragScraper bucket that elim 
inates crossbar reinforcing members and front reinforcing 
members that limit the payload of the dragscraper bucket 
while adding undesirable weight thereto. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a new 

and improved dragScraper bucket that has a relatively 
high payload to deadload ratio. 
A further object of this invention is to provide an im 

proved dragscraper bucket prestressed such that buckling 
forces exerted on the bucket during normal operation 
thereof tend to neutralize the prestressing forces on the 
bucket. 

Still another object of the present invention is to provide 
a novel dragscraper bucket having internal stresses there 
on which may be predetermined or adjusted in accord 
ance with the various materials to be handled and other 
load and stress requirements in or for the bucket. 

It is still another object of the present invention to pro 
vide a new and improved method of and means for pre 
stressing the dragscraper buckets. 

Other objects, features and advantages of the present 
invention will be readily apparent from the following de 
tailed description of certain preferred embodiments there 
of taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawing, 
in which: 

FiG. 1 is a top plan view of a dragscraper bucket con 
structed in accordance with the principles of the present 
invention; 
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FIG. 2 is a side elevational view of the dragScraper 

bucket illustrated in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a fragmentary enlarged cross-sectional view 

taken along line II-III of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a partial top plan view of the bucket illustrat 

ed in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 5 is a side elevational view of a modified drag 

scraper bucket constructed in accordance with the princi 
ples of the present invention; and 
FIG. 6 is a fragmentary sectional detail view taken 

along line VI-VI of FIG. 5. 
Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, a dragscraper bucket 10 has 

a crescent-shaped body or shell is of generally U-shape in 
plan. The body 11 has an arcuate scoop wall 12, a relative 
ly horizontal open bottom scraper blade surface 13, a de 
clining open top surface 4 converging towards said bot 
tom surface, and an open front end 15 formed by spaced 
ends 16 which are free to flex resiliently relative to each 
other. Drag chains 7 are interconnected to each other at 
19. A drag line or backhaul cable 20 is connected at 19 to 
the drag chains 7. The backhaul cable is suitably con 
nected to a hoist (not shown) that winds the cable and 
drags the bucket 10. 
By winding the drag line 20 the bucket is dragged along 

the surface and gathers material therein. A force exerted 
on the line 20 in the direction of the arrow 21, opposite 
to the drag represented by arrow 21a exerts component 
forces 22 and 23 on the respective chains 7 that tend to 
warp or draw the free ends 16 together. Therefore, prior 
dragscraper buckets required heavy reinforcing members 
that prevented the ends of the bucket from flexing rela 
tive to each other. 

According to the present invention, the scraper bucket 
10 is prestressed (FIG. 4) such that a prestressing force 
24 of a predetermined magnitude is placed on the scraper 
ends 16 to counteract or offset an external force 25 exerted 
on the scraper by the excavating or conveying of mate 
rials. Likewise, internal prestressing forces 26 and 27 are 
utilized to counteract external scraper forces 28 and 29. 
The magnitude of the prestressing forces 24, 26 and 27 is 
predetermined in accordance with the type and amount of 
material to be excavated by the bucket 10. 

Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, the bucket it is prestressed 
by a prestressing band 31. The prestressing band 31 has a 
larger circumference than the side wall 12 and is adapted 
to be spaced outwardly therefrom. The band 31 is suit 
ably attached to the wall 12 and the ends 16 by stiffeners 
32 and 33 welded around the body of the bucket. Out 
Ward, or external prestressing forces are exerted on the 
bucket 0 to expand band and/or bucket. Then the stiff 
eners 32 and 33 are welded to the prestressing band 31 at 
34. After the welding is completed, the outward forces 
exerted on the bucket are released with the body of the 
bucket tending to regain its original shape and neutral 
position. However, the welded prestressing band 31 pre 
vents the bucket from doing so and thereby permanently 
deforms and induces internal stresses 24, 26 and 27 in 
the bucket of a predetermined magnitude. The magnitude 
of the prestressed forces are such that the stresses placed 
on the bucket by excavating or conveying materials are 
neutralized or counteracted to a great extent by the pre 
stressed forces 24, 26 and 27 to thereby return the bucket 
to its neutral position when it is excavating and thus elimi 
nate the need for material-limiting and weight increasing 
reinforcing cross bars. 

Referring to FIGS. 5 and 6, there is illustrated another 
dragScraper bucket 35 having a similar configuration as 
the dragscraper bucket 10 with a crescent side wall 36, an 
opened bottom Surface 37, and an open top surface 38. 
However, the dragscraper 35 has an arcuate cross-section 
housing 39 welded to the side wall thereof at welds 40 and 
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attached to the ends 4 of the bucket. The bucket 35 has 
a top arcuate prestressing band 42 attached by stiffeners 
43 to the bucket and a bottom crescent or arcuate pre 
stressing band 44 attached by stiffeners 45 to the outer 
surface of the side wall 36 below the housing 39. The 
prestressing bands 42 and 44 operate to maintain the 
bucket in a prestressed condition. 
The housing 39 extends centrally around the outer 

surface of the bucket 10 and the bands 42 and 44 extend 
around the bucket 10 and have their ends fastened to the 
bucket adjacent the housing ends and the bucket ends 41. 
The bands 42 and 44, as illustrated in FIG. 4, branch-out 
from the housing 39. The bands 42 and 44 and their re 
spective stiffeners 43 and 45 have a cross-section similar 
to the band 31 and stiffeners 32 and 33 (FIG. 3). 
A prestressing cable 46 is located within the housing 

39 and has its ends 47 suitably attached adjacent the 
housing ends 41 by suitable anchoring means 48. The 
prestressing cable is tensioned to a predetermined magni 
tude such that internal stresses are placed on the bucket 
35. The tensioned prestressing cable 46 and the prestress 
ing bands 42 and 44 are attached to the bucket after the 
bucket is expanded such that internal stresses induced or 
placed upon the body of the bucket by Such expansion are 
maintained by the cable 46 and the bands 42 and 44. (The 
tension cable 46 and the bands 42 and 44, when attached 
at the ends of the bucket 35, tend to apply forces to the 
ends 41 of the bucket 35 that urge the ends 4i in oppo 
site directions away from each other.) 

It is of course understood that prestressing cables 46 
may be utilized with the bucket 10 (FIG. 3) by utilizing 
the prestressing band 31 and stiffeners 32 and 33 as a 
housing for said cable, as illustrated in FIGURE 3, with 
the prestressing band 31 either acting in conjunction with 
the cable or merely acting as a cover for the cable. Like 
wise, the prestressing bands 42 and 44 utilized in FIG 
URE 3 may also include prestressing cables 46 and/or 
further, may be utilized in the bucket 10 in conjunction 
with the prestrsesing band 31. 
Of course, suitable means may be attached to the pre 

stressing cable 46 for tightening or tensioning the pre 
stressing cable 46 a predetermined amount while it is at 
tached to the bucket. Thus, the cable may be used to ad 
just the stress placed on the bucket 35. 

In this manner, I have provided a dragScraper bucket 
which is of relatively lightweight and has a high payload 
to deadload ratio. 

Although minor modifications might be suggested by 
those skilled in the art, it should be understood that I 
wish to embody within the scope of the patent warranted 
hereon all such embodiments as reasonably and properly 
come within the scope of my contribution to the art. 

I claim as my invention: 
i. A dragscraper bucket comprising: 
a generally crescent-shaped wall defining an open bot 
tom and a front opening; 

a prestressing band spaced from the periphery of said 
wall; and 

means attaching said band to said periphery and stress 
ing said wall from a neutral position to a normal pre 
stressed position wherein the ends of said wall are 
urged apart to a predetermined extent such that 
under load stresses placed on the bucket are sub 
stantially neutralized whereby to enable the bucket 
to be used without cross-bar yoke means between 
the front ends of said wall. 

2. A dragscraper bucket comprising: 
a generally crescent-shaped wall defining an open bot 
tom and a front opening; 

a plurality of peripheral prestressing bands attached to 
the periphery of said wall; 

means attaching said bands to said periphery to stress 
said wall from a neutral position to a normal pre 
stressed position wherein the ends of said wall are 
urged apart to a predetermined extent such that under 

4. 
load stresses placed on the bucket are substantially 
neutralized whereby to enable the bucket to be used 
without cross-bar yoke means between the front ends 
of said wall. 

5 3. A dragscraper bucket of generally U-shape compris 
1Eng: - 

a pair of spaced side walls defining an open bottom and 
a front opening; 

a prestressing cable attached about the periphery of 
10 said walls and stressing said walls from a neutral 

position to a stressed position wherein the walls are 
urged in opposite directions away from each other. 

4. A dragScraper bucket comprising: 
a generally crescent-shaped wall having a pair of spaced 

15 ends forming a front opening; 
a generally crescent-shaped band having a larger diam 

eter than said wall; and 
means interconnecting said band about the periphery of 

said wall to stress said wall and increase the distance 
20 between the ends thereof from a neutral position to 

a stressed position and such that the bucket is adapted 
to be used without reinforcing cross-bar yoke means 
between the front ends of the wall because the 
Stresses placed on the bucket under load are substan 

25 tially neutralized. 
5. A dragScraper bucket comprising: 
a pair of Spaced side walls having an open bottom Sur 

face; 
a plurality of arcuate bands; and 

30 means attaching said bands about the periphery of said 
Walls to stress said walls and increase the distance 
therebetween from a neutral position of a stressed 
position and such that the bucket is adapted to be 
used without reinforcing cross-bar yoke means be 

35 tween the front ends of the wall because the stresses 
placed on the bucket under load are substantially neu 
tralized. 

6. A dragscraper bucket comprising: 
a crescent-shaped wall having a pair of spaced ends de 

40 fining a front opening; 
a stressing cable being attached adjacent said wall ends 
and about the periphery of said wall; and 

said stressing cable being attached to said wall and 
being tensioned a predetermined amount such that 
Said cable normally maintains said wall in a pre 
Stressed position with the wall ends being urged 
away from each other. 

7. A scraper bucket structure comprising: 
a generally U-shaped metal plate wall structure includ 

ing forwardly extending spaced side wails defining a 
forward opening and being free to flex resiliently 
relative to one another, 

means for connecting the front portions of the walls to 
a drag line tending to flex the side walls toward one 
another under dragging load, and 

means normally prestressing said side walls away from 
one another to an extent which will resist flexing of 
the side walls into neutral load-force relation toward 
one another until predetermined drag line load is im 
posed on the side walls. 

8. A method of manufacturing a prestressed drag 
scraper bucket having side wall portions, comprising: 

flexing the side wall portions of the bucket apart from 
a neutral position to a prestressed position, and 

attaching prestressing means about the periphery of the 
bucket and maintaining said bucket in the prestressed 
position to resist return of the side walls to said neu 
tral position under drag load. 

9. A method of manufacturing a prestressed dragScrap 
er bucket having side wall portions, comprising: 

placing a prestressing band to the periphery of the drag 
scraper bucket, 

simultaneously flexing the prestressing band and the 
bucket such that the bucket is prestressed to spread 

75 said side wall portions apart a predetermined 
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amount from a neutral position to a prestressed posi 
tion such that the stresses placed on the bucket by 
loading in use are substantially neutralized, and 

attaching the band to the bucket to maintain the bucket 
in the prestressed position to resist return of the side 
walls to said neutral position under full drag load. 

10. A method of manufacturing a prestressed drag 
scraper bucket comprising: 

flexing the bucket from a neutral position to a pre 
stressed position, and 

attaching a tensioned cable to the ends of the bucket 
and about the periphery of the bucket to maintain 
said bucket in a normal prestressed position. 

11. A dragscraper bucket of generally U-shaped com 
prising: 

a pair of spaced side walls defining an open bottom 
and a front opening; 

means prestressing said bucket such that front end por 
tions of said side walls are normally urged in oppo 
site directions away from each other out of neutral 
position such that stresses placed on the bucket in 
dragging use thereof are substantially neutralized; 

and means for attaching drag lines to said front end 
portions of the side walls tending under drag loads 
to draw said front end portions toward said neutral 
position. 

12. A dragscraper bucket of generally U-shape com 
prising: 

10 

5 
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25 
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a pair of spaced side walls defining an open bottom and 

a front opening free from any cross-bar between the 
front end portions of the walls; and 

stressing means attached to said walls, and said stressing 
means urging the walls in opposite directions away 
from each other and from a neutral position such that 
stresses placed on the bucket by drag loads are sub 
stantially neutralized. 

13. A dragscraper bucket of generally U-shape com 
prising: 

a pair of spaced side walls defining an open bottom and 
a front opening; and 

a stressing band attached to the side walls of said buck 
et, said band providing said side walls with internal 
stress forces of a predetermined magnitude that urge 
the side walls normally apart to a predetermined ex 
tent from a neutral position thereof such that stresses 
placed on the bucket in dragging use are substantially 
neutralized to thus eliminate any need for cross-bar 
reinforcing yoke means between the front end of the 
side walls. 
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